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WEDGE
An oral artist’s most expressive canvas, the Wedge offers 
delivery at the perfect incline for the most pleasurable 
penetration, G-spot navigation, and unparalleled comfort.  
Add another 27-degree angle on to the Ramp and you have 
the perfect formula for G-spot geometry! Standard measure 
for most lovers is 24”W x 7”H x 14”L and is also available 
in a Plus-size. Covered in the same signature non-skid 
Microfiber, retail prices for the Wedge begin at $65.

RAMP
The 27-degree angle of this Shape allows lovers to dive 
in deeper than ever before. Off the side of the bed, the 
elevation electrifies each sweet sensation, sending lovers 
into a quivering, shivering sweaty love-bliss oblivion.
Rear entry is reinvented! Standard measure begins at 
24”W x 12”H x 34”L and is available in many sizes to 
accommodate all lovers.  Covered in luxurious Microfiber, 
the Ramp retails from $130.  

STAGE
This stackable, straddle-able Stage gives lovers new ways 
to move, mix, massage and make love.  Nine inches high, 
this pleasure platform transforms routine performances 
into masterpiece theatre.  Creates an even better set when 
stacked with shapes like the Ramp and Wedge. Most 
lovers-size is 24”W x 9”H x 48”L but is also available in 
Taller and Plus sizes.  Also covered in that same Microfiber 
with prices starting at $130. 

CUBE
This motion machine lets lovers rock, roll and bounce their 
way to cataclysmic climaxes. Putting real rhythm in the 
ride, the Cube is an essential part of any lover’s playground.  
One size available measures 20”W x 18”H x 18”L and retails 
for $100.
  
Liberator Gear is always shipped in a plain, unmarked box from OneUp Innovations 
because your fun is your business. All Shapes are also available with romantic restraints.
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Fascinator Shag Throe is a play-
scape with faux fur on one side and 
sensual satin on the other. A big 
magic love carpet, five feet wide by 
six feet long, the built-in moisture 
barrier shields sheets, comforters, 
quilts and furniture from love juices, 
lotions and leftovers. 

The Throe arrives in a nifty nylon 
travel bag to transport your romance 
to hotels, picnics, parks, beaches, 
backyards and campsites. One happy 
tester reported: “My wife and I have 
been married for about 12 years, 
and she is a gusher of tremendous 
proportions. Sex is more spontaneous 
for us now, the Throe is exactly the 
product we’ve been looking for to 
protect our mattress and linens.” 

Priced at $85 

less wet spot, more g-spot
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Fascinator Safari Throe is the 
purrrfect play surface for animal 
lovers. Subtly textured to mimic 
feline fur, this five-by-six throw 
features a moisture barrier to keep 
bedding pristine. Waterproof and 
machine washable. The Throe 
arrives in a nifty nylon travel bag 
to transport your romance to
hotels, picnics, parks, beaches, 
backyards and campsites. One 
satisfied couple reported: 
“My husband wants to make love 
right out of the shower, but I’m a 
neat-freak. Now we use our Throe 
practically every morning! 
No soggy sheets.”

Priced at $85 

bungle in the jungle
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FACINATOR  SHAG PILLOW

The Fascinator Shag Pillow is a first- of-its-kind thrill 
pillow crafted from the highest caliber Memory Foam 
available. It’s a neck supporting, head-cradling, bum 
pampering, sinnovation that’s enveloped in luscious 
faux fur and is available in a bouquet of brilliant colors.  

 

TM

Measuring 12”W x 4”H x 20”L, 
this must have love-style 
accessory prices out 
perfectly at just $75
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Earth moving experiences unfold on the rocking 
Scoop. With a cunning little arch on one side and 
a pedestal on the other, it’s a love locomotive like 
no other. Dressed in Microfiber skins with a silky 
liner that’s a second play surface, Liberator Scoop 
includes a nylon gig bag for the true nature lover 
along with a dedicated position guide to inspire 
the most moving adventures in love. 

 

SCOOP
TM

Sizing is 24”W x 12”H x 40”L 
and this versatile Scoop is 
priced from $195 
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the ultimate rocking machine





The Esse leads a double life. By day, it’s a chic, 
contemporary chaise lounge. A place to read the morning 
paper, surf the net on your laptop or relax with a martini 
after a long day. 

By night it’s a love lounge with enough sex surface to let 
you take long Tantric journeys into the Kama Sutra. The eye 
grabbing Esse comes dressed in our signature Microfiber 
skin and a silky inner play surface and includes a handy 
position guide. 

The largest of the Shapes 
measures 24”W x25”H x 64”L 
and is priced from $395 
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ESSE
TM

works in a million waves


